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details

ALMOST NOTHING

Shawn Camp Curates a show of objects that share an ontological ambiguity, exercises 
in self-contradiction. Some push the boundaries of language. Some even challenge 
their own existence. these are quantum forms —objects that are, are not, and are 
simultaneously are and not. 

Stella Alesi
Painter alesi began her career working with representation. even then her eye 
trained on the minute and quick. over the decade she has moved from macro-
lens botanicals to atomic, elemental compositions. Her current canvases place the 
action behind the brush. they feel like conjuring of the fleeting moment with sacred 
routine. the finished objects exaggerate the incrementals of change. they are blurs 
rendered indelible and sharp. 

taylor Holland, 1840 French Neo Rococo

Taylor Holland 
Holland, a professor at the Paris College of art, fills frames with frames. as empty space 
gives a "frame" its definition, the object as it was ceases to be a "frame" at all. Because 
the object speaks only in visual language of the decorative frame, it can be nothing else. 

Daniel Gray & Billi London-Gray
Painter, sculptor, and video artist Daniel Gray works philisophically. His art practice 
is inquiry into the difference between truth and reality. Billi london-Gray uses 
video, photography, poetry, installation and curatorial projects dicursively. art 
practice is a means to divine the preverbal, sublime and bewildering experience of 
life. they  collaborate on a new stop-motion video piece to debut at the show. 



Brian Johnson, the purpose of proving we are purposeless

Brian Johnson
in the mono-print "the purpose of proving we are purposeless", the artist obscures 
his subject matter with blocky, almost digital redactions, a landfill of void. we 
only see the outlines of what might be an organic forum, a body in violent motion, 
projecting malice as if a boxer had been buried mid-punch. 

Germaine Keller
Keller is concerned with inherent form we find in the random; how we perceive 
order from chaos. Her work begins with a manipulated digital photograph. linear 
computer drawings or wire constructions are overlaid until the piece repudiates its 
original representation. what is left is a whisper of what once was.

Dameon lester, Suspended Up Close

Dameon Lester
lester conjures inexplicable objects — wiry slivers of reality sequestered off from 
use, function, and even aesthetic judgement.  



Claude Van lingen, 1000 Years From Now

Claude Van Lingen
in the piece, 1000 Years From Now, Van lingen layers 1000 coats of paint. the 
hyperbolic process patiently calls forth an artifact that is neither-and-both picture, 
sculpture and geological record. the work can only viewed at surface level. all that went 
before  — the important stuff — still is, unseen layers of history beneath the topsoil. 

ender martos, work in progress

Ender Martos
martos suspends objects with vectors of tight, colored string. the suspended 
object becomes a girder for an architecture of thinnest tension. wheels are borders 
where the spokes terminate.   



Caitlin G mcCollom, Catatonia

Caitlin G McCollom
the figure in the center of mcCollom's painting Catatonia emerges as if pulling itself 
out of its own conception.  Barely solid, with slightest of contrast, brush-built with the 
quickest of gestures. it's a painting both heavy and light, heavenly smudges.

Andrew Murray
when speaking of his work, murray prefers to quote Pierre Soulages, "it is by doing 
that i see where i am going." murray paints his statements. the work hearkens the 
american tradition of  abstract expressionism, but informed by a 21st century sense 
of compositional possibility. there is in his painting an awareness of beauty and 
balance as arbitrary decision, context, and habit.

Brad tucker, Blonde from the Bottle

Brad Tucker
tucker's mustard lozenge suspended on the wall could be called sculpture as 
pantomime. the visible brush marks force consideration of the plane, but the action 
of the work is its depth. it's an imitation of early 80s shampoo in mid-congeal. it is a 
hardened sploosh: klutzy and sleek, polished and worn.



about Northern–Southern

northern-Southern exhibits, publishes, and produces projects and exhibitions that mix 
the creative arts of the twenty-first century. Fine art, design, photography, animation/
film, music, poetry, typography, literature, and performance are all legitimate ways of 
speaking and every subject is considered. international in scope and omnivorous in 
appetite, northern-Southern is a mini garage-punk Diy version of the met of the future, 
a place to consider the artifacts of our time.

the showroom is located in the Crestview/alandale area of austin, texas. 

it is currently directed by Phillip niemeyer.

Since 2013, northern-Southern has shown and/or published work by Jené DeSpain, 
Chris lyons, alan watts, Dan Forbes, matt Steinke, adam michaels & Glen Cummings,  
Dana mcClure, robin Henry, Hannah Cole, the octopus Project, Jim eno, Cookies, 
adreon Henry, Jeila Gueramian, Simona Prives, Knoxy Knox, alec Dartley, toto miranda, 
Blevin Blectum, tanya newton-John, tony Hoagland, leah Haney, rachel Stern,  
elana adler, anselm Berrigan, noel Black, Jean Cocteau, neil Donnelly, Colin Frazer, 
Devin King, Bas mantel, Dawn lundy martin, Kristen meyers, Victoria messner,  
lisa lynn moore, Hoa nguyen, Jiwon Park, Deborah m. Poe, Cindy St. John,  
Carlos orozco, Ksenya Samarskaya, Kyle Schlesinger, Kathie Sever, Simon walker,  
maia wright, Chris wu, Conrad Keely, Cristina Berretta, marie Hejl Saba, ryan Junell,  
Joe mcKay, Peelander-yellow, tae won yu, tyler mallory, leslie Sisson and many others. 
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